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CHAPTER IV 

CLOSING 

A. Conclusion 

Driving License Simulator Case involving Corruption Eradication 

Commission (KPK) and Police of Republic of Indonesia is one of mega-corruption 

cases in Indonesia that makes a lot of state losses for economy and society. The 

commission also a part of state structure especially in state auxiliary institution, even 

they got less political support from other institution. Since the corruption become 

extraordinary case and a lot of state losses, so this commission is really needed to 

eradicate corruption in Indonesia. This KPK and Police conflict is a prolonged 

conflict since KPK established and provides an advantage for corruptors to ruin the 

programs of eradicating corruption.  

Conflict tends to be covered and even abandoned. Of these conflicts found the 

state losses ranged from 121 billion, with another impact is the formation of unequal 

public opinion. Public opinion that happens is when people use hashtag (#) saveKPK 

instead of saving both institutions which makes the image of the police become 

increasingly unfavorable. Since the KPK need the public sympathy from civil society, 

they obtain their legitimacy from it. Indonesia society tends to have a mindset that 

"reasonable fair-only" If hearing corruption cases from the media. An attitude which 

is considered habit and long will be widespread. Not the corruption that become 
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culture but our mindset that cultivate corruption. Uncertainty until when this nation 

needed the KPK. We need a KPK and also the nation. At least for a period not 

specified. Revamping the bureaucratic reform against State agencies that are deemed 

vital, as the Attorney General's Office and the national police were also urgently 

needed, given the State of the two institutions hold a great responsibility to the 

community. And to this days, between KPK and Police can be called as a conflict 

with concurrent powers, where the institutions do work on the same object by 

enforcing criminal law in the field of corruption.  

From the author's analysis, the authority conflicts between the KPK and the 

police, included into the Destructive and Horizontal conflict. According to the type of 

organizational case, this conflict becomes Conflict between state institutions. 

Furthermore, it can be concluded that this conflict is a Political conflict between 

national units. There are some motives that harming the political stability. The public 

believes that any conflict or issue between the KPK and the Police must have other 

beneficiaries, both economically and politically. Chaotic KPK and Police are 

considered to have a very strong power motive. At the time eager to eradicate 

corruption, the KPK suddenly hampered by the systematic “criminalization”. The 

KPK leadership has reportedly been involved in a number of legal issues. This is 

describes how the ruling party was judged not to receive the spirit of the KPK who 

diligently eradicate corruption in the elite level.  
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Furthermore, the causes of conflict between KPK and the police are lack of 

communication and coordination because of the unclearly of the law that bonding 

them, the overlapping authority in their structures that makes bad system of checks 

and balances, and other personal variables, such as organizational interest, the 

invaluable habit even other political motives in the context of national units.  

B. Recommendations 

Corruption will obviously harm the people but not only the people, will it 

eventually bring down the state itself and also the morale of the people. Therefore, it 

needs strict law enforcement and also a truly clean institution of corruption. Though 

we all must realize that the controversy of the polemic, which leads to the turbulences 

of the national political atmosphere. As a result of this prolonged KPK and Police 

chaos, the most benefited from this conflict are the corruptors and or the opportunists, 

who are ready to pounce from behind. Here are the resolution efforts for the conflict 

of KPK and Police to be considered before the conflict with similar things in the 

future.  

1. Conflict resolution of KPK and Police does not by just the legal term but 

also behaviorally, so the abandonment of etiquette and the ethics of inter-

agency relations become compatible.    

2. Revision of the Law which regulates authority in the case of criminal acts 

of corruption (KPK Laws). 
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3. Increasing accountability and transparency in these institutions, so they 

will not to abuse the authority arbitrarily as law enforcement agencies. 

We need KPK and also this nation, at least for an indefinite period of time. 

The reform of the bureaucratic reformation of the vital state institutions such as the 

Attorney General's Office and the National Police is also indispensable as both state 

institutions hold a great responsibility to the community. Strengthening mental steel 

"anti-stealing" to the retainer of state and build morals from an early age to the 

successor of the country through the school curriculum. The role of parents in guiding 

their children greatly influences their mindset to determine mental "steal" mentality 

and the mindset to build a country without perform personal interest rather than 

public become more preferred.  

 


